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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a method for generating a Focus+Glue+Context map for Web map services by improving existing fisheye views methods for cartographic data. While many studies have focused on fisheye views, the problems of the excessively large distortions that maps have over their entire area and/or the high density of roads in the borders of the maps have yet to be resolved. To completely remove the distortions in both the Focus and the Context areas, we propose the inclusion of a Glue area between the two areas. Moreover, we propose the following features. (1) We propose the Dynamic Displacement function to generate a Focus and a Glue having an arbitrary convex or star-shaped polygon. (2) Since the Glue area absorbs all distortion from the Focus and the Context areas, the density of roads along the angular direction of the Glue will be excessively high. To reduce the density of roads, we propose the Following Paths algorithm to display only those roads that are along the radial direction and that are reached from the Focus area to the Context area. This method enables users to understand a map easily with high visibility of the Glue area. (3) To realize Web map services, we have to generate a map quickly. Therefore, the Glue area is generated dynamically, while the Focus and the Context areas display previously generated static maps. These maps are composited in a client Web browser by the Dynamic Map Composition method. We developed a prototype of our system that implements these features and evaluated the advantages of the proposed method. The new system can contribute to novel Web map services with fisheye views.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, advanced Web Map Services such as Google Maps [6] and Yahoo! Maps [20] have become available online. In addition, GPS-equipped mobile terminals have enabled novel mobile services such as pedestrian navigation [1].

On the other hand, when users want to search multiple areas by using existing Web digital maps, a problem that they encounter is that it becomes necessary to zoom and scroll through the maps repeatedly. For instance, consider a situation in which a user wants to confirm a route passing through multiple destinations. Although he/she has to view the wide-area map to view the route and the geographical relations between the destinations, he/she also has to view the detailed map to understand details about the target areas and intersecting routes by switching the scale of the maps.

Previous studies [12, 15, 16, 9] have proposed Focus+Context type fisheye views that show both the detailed map (Focus) and the wide-area map (Context) in one map to solve the abovementioned problem. This method enables users to simultaneously view both maps by zooming in a manner similar to a fisheye lens. Although the fisheye view method is easy to use [11], it suffers from problems in that the entire area of the map is distorted and/or the density of roads in the corners of the map is large. Since existing fisheye views methods generate the entire map dynamically by using a displacement function, the calculation cost is high. Therefore, it is difficult to apply these methods to Web map services that need to be generated at high speed.

In our previous study [18], we have proposed the concept of the Focus+Glue+Context (we call it F+G+C in this paper) map that improves upon existing fisheye views for cartographic data. Unlike existing fisheye views, the F+G+C map has the Glue area between the Focus and the Context areas to remove distortions from both areas completely.

In this paper, we propose an effective method for generating high-quality F+G+C maps that are suitable for use in Web map services. Our method suitably solves problems related to F+G+C maps; in addition, it can generate maps at a high speed that is suitable for Web map services. We have confirmed the advantages of our method by developing a prototype system and performing experiments using it.

This paper has seven sections. Section 2 describes the features of our method and the problems associated with it. Section 3 describes the Dynamic Displacement function, the Following Paths algorithm, and the Dynamic Map Compo-
2. Problems in Web-based F+G+C Map

2.1 Focus+Glue+Context Map

An F+G+C map has a Focus, a Glue, and a Context; these are based on cognitive maps [7, 14, 19]. As shown in Figure 1, the Focus is an area of a large-scale map that enables users to understand details about the focused area, the Context is an area of a small-scale map that enables users to understand geographical relations, and the Glue shows the routes that connect the Focus with the Context. Unlike existing fisheye views [15], in the F+G+C map, the Focus and Context have no distortion because the Glue contains all the distortion.

Let us compare existing methods (Figure 2-a, 2-b) with the F+G+C method (Figure 2-c). Figure 2-a shows a map transformed from a 1:25000 map like an optical fisheye lens [12]. Although this map enables users to view both the details of the center area and the wide-area map, it suffers from problems in that the entire area of the map is distorted and the density of roads in the corner is too high. Figure 2-b shows the map generated by improving the flat lens fisheye method [9, 11]. Since the corner of the Focus has distortion, the Context and the center of the Focus have no distortion. The Focus is based on 1:25000 map data, and the Context is based on 1:70000 map data. In contrast to Figure 2-a, both the center in the Focus and the Context are displayed based on a proper scale. Since the substantial scale of the border between the Context and the Focus is too small, however, there is a problem at the border in that many roads are overlapped. To solve these problems, we propose the F+G+C map, as shown in Figure 2-c. In contrast to Figure 2-b, the Glue between the Focus and the Context can control distortions properly.

In addition, in the F+G+C map, both the direction and the distance between the centers in any Focus and any point in the Context are accurate. If the target object is centered in the Focus, we can understand geographical relations between the Focus and the Context directly. By displaying multiple Focuses in the Context, we can generate a map that shows both the details of targets and the routes between these targets, as shown in Figure 1. In addition, since the Focus and the Context have no distortion, the F+G+C map has an advantage in that these areas can be used to display high-quality maps created by humans directly.

2.2 Problems in Web-based F+G+C Map

We state the problems that need to be solved to realize the use of F+G+C maps in Web map services.

2.2.1 Problem of Arbitrary Shape of the Focus and the Glue

In many existing fisheye view methods for maps, the shape of the Focus is limited to a square or a circle. However, since the shape of the target area is not necessarily fixed, we require a method that supports a Focus and a Glue having an arbitrary shape such as an oval or a polygon.

Although the variable-scale map method based on grids [8] or the graph transformation method according to the shape of any polygon [4] can generate a Focus having a complex shape, these methods allow a distortion over the entire map without the Focus. However, since we want to generate a Glue having an arbitrary shape and avoid the distortion of the Focus and the Context, we cannot apply these methods to the F+G+C map as is. In other words, we need to generate a Focus and a Glue having an arbitrary shape without causing distortions in both the Focus and the Context. Therefore, this paper proposes the Dynamic Displacement function based on the shape of the Focus and the Glue by improving Sarkar’s study [15] and Formella’s study [4].

2.2.2 Problem of Generalization in the Glue

Since the Glue absorbs all distortions from the Focus and the Context, its substantial scale is smaller than that of the Focus and the Context. In particular, the substantial scale along the radial direction is smaller than that along the angular direction, as shown in Figure 3. As a result, roads along the angular direction are overlapped. Since the Glue has strong distortion, its width should ideally be as small as possible. However, when the width of the Glue is small, this tendency becomes significant.

On the other hand, usual maps select displayed roads based on their degree of importance in each scale. For instance, although main roads suited to a 1:70000 scale are only displayed in the Context, narrow roads suited to a 1:25000 scale are displayed in the Focus. However, if narrow roads suited to 1:25000 maps are displayed in the Glue as well as in the Focus, the density of roads along the radial direction increases, as shown in Figure 4-a. If main roads suited to a 1:2000000 map are drawn in the Glue according to the scale along the angular direction, the roads reached from the Focus to the Context cannot necessarily be displayed, as shown in Figure 4-b. When users use the F+G+C map to confirm routes, the roads reached from the Focus to the Context should be drawn in the Glue. In other words, the Glue should be drawn based on not only the degree of importance of roads but also the connectivity between the Focus and the Context. In addition, the calculation cost should be small for applications in Web map services.

To display the routes reached from the Focus to the Context in the Glue, we discuss the Shortest Path algorithm and the Following Path algorithm in this paper.

The Shortest Path algorithm is used to select the shortest path reached from roads in the Focus to the Context using
2.2.3 Speed-up Techniques for Web Map Services

Since existing fisheye views generate the entire map on the screen dynamically, they have a problem in that is difficult to display high-quality maps and speed-up their display. However, these are practical requirements that are essential for Web map services. In order to reduce the calculation costs, reducing the number of roads being displayed is generally effective. Although this can be achieved by drawing only the major roads, it becomes impossible to draw fine, high-quality maps.

Therefore, unlike existing fisheye view methods, we generate only the Glue dynamically. Both the Focus and the Context are displayed by using static maps generated beforehand. We propose the Dynamic Map Composition method to compose these maps at the client side. In addition, to draw the roads quickly in the Glue, we reduce the number of roads by using the Following Path algorithm.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we describe the architecture of the proposed system and the data structure. We also propose the Dynamic Displacement function, the Following Path algorithm, and the Dynamic Map Composition method.

3.1 Proposed System

The proposed system adopts a client-server model, as shown in Figure 5. The Glue server can generate the Glue dynamically based on the Dynamic Displacement function and the Following Path algorithm from the vector map database. Static maps for the Focus and the Context are added to the raster map database divided by the mesh unit. Map images are loaded in the Web browser. The Web browser generates the F+G+C map from both the static mesh images (the Fo-
3.2 Definition of the Focus Structure

First, let us define the Context coordinates and the fisheye coordinates. The Context coordinate is a normal coordinate that has no distortion. The scale of the Context coordinate is the same as that of the Context. The fisheye coordinate is a coordinate that has distortion and is transformed by the displacement function. Map objects in the Focus and Glue are transformed from the Context coordinates to the fisheye coordinates by the displacement function.

Next, let us define the shapes of the Focus and the Glue in the Context coordinates, as shown in Figure 6.

We define a polygon that shows the border between the Focus and the Glue as $L_F$. We define a polygon that shows the border between the Glue and the Context as $L_G$. $P_O$ is the fixed center point of the Focus for the displacement function. $L_G$ must include $L_F$ and $L_F$ must include $P_O$ geometrically. $L_F$ and $L_G$ must be also convex or star-shaped polygon whose whole interior is visible from a point $P_N$ without crossing any edge. $S_C$ is the scale of the Context and $S_F$ is the scale of the Focus. $M$ is the scaling factor between $S_C$ and $S_F$ and it satisfies the following expression.

$$S_F = M S_C \quad (M > 1) \quad (1)$$

For any point $P_N$ of objects in the Glue, let us draw the line that passes through the points $P_O$ and $P_N$, as shown in Figure 6. $P_N$ is the intersection point of the line and $L_F$, and $P_O$ is the intersection point of the line and $L_G$. $l_b$ is the length between $P_O$ and $P_C$. $l_a$ is the length between $P_O$ and $P_G$. $l_a$, $l_b$, and $M$ must satisfy the following expression.

$$l_a > M l_b \quad (2)$$

The relationships between the fisheye coordinates and the Context coordinates are as follows. $l_a'$ is the length between $P_O$ and $P_G$ in the fisheye coordinates. $l_b'$ is the length between $P_O$ and $P_G$ in the fisheye coordinates. $l_a, l_a', l_b, l_b'$, and $M$ satisfy the following expression.

$$l_a' = M l_b, \quad l_a' = l_a \quad (3)$$

3.3 Dynamic Displacement Function

In this section, we propose the Dynamic Displacement function to generate a Focus and Glue having arbitrary shapes. To transform Context coordinates to the fisheye coordinates, this method generates the displacement function $DT(r)$ dynamically from $L_F$ and $L_G$ for each $P_N$.

3.3.1 Displacement Function

A displacement function transforms vector data according to the distance between each node and the fixed center point.

Let us define the vector of $P_N$ in the Context coordinates as $v$, $f$ is the vector of $P_O$ in the Context coordinates. $v'$ is the vector of $P_N$ in the fisheye coordinates. These parameters satisfy the following expression by using the displacement function $T(r)$.

$$v' = T(r) \frac{v - f}{|v - f|} + f \quad (4)$$

where $r$ is the distance between $f$ and $v$. This function enables each point $P_N$ to transform according to the distance $r$. When $r'$ is the distance between $v'$ and $f$, the following expression is obtained.

$$r' = T(r) \quad (5)$$

We can transform vector data using this function. Many fisheye view methods use the displacement function. In fact, Sarkar [15] defined the displacement function as follows.

$$T(x) = \frac{(d + 1) x}{d x + 1} \quad (0 < x < 1, d > 0) \quad (6)$$

Although one displacement function can transform any point in the circular Focus, it cannot transform all points in a complex-shaped Focus. Therefore, to use a Focus and Glue having any shape, it is necessary to modify the displacement function dynamically according to the shape of the Focus.

3.3.2 Requirements for Displacement Function in Focus+Context+Glue Map

Before we propose the Dynamic Displacement function, we describe the restrictions and characteristics of the displacement function $T$ for fisheye views and the requirements of the displacement function $T$ for the $F+G+C$ map.

In order to draw continuous maps, the displacement function $T$ must satisfy the following constraints.

- $T(0) = 0$
- $T(r)$ is a continuous function.
- $dT/dr$ is constantly 0 or more.

In addition, the displacement function $T(r)$ has the following characteristics.

- When $T(r) = ar$ is formed in the range of $r1 < r < r2$, a transformed map is a times bigger than and homothetic to the original map in the range of $r1 < r < r2$. Here, $a, r1, r2$ are constant.
• When \( T(r) = r \) is formed in the range of \( r_1 < r < r_2 \)
  a transformed map is the same as the original map in the range of
  \( r_1 < r < r_2 \). Here, \( a, r_1, r_2 \) are constant.

• \( dT/dr \) is the scaling factor of the transformed map.

• When the gradient of \( T(r) \) is smooth, the map
  transformed by \( T(r) \) is smooth.

In the F+G+C map, in order to make multiple Focuses on a Context, we
have to generate the Focuses without transforming the Context. In addition, to avoid generating apparent
turns from a straight road on the borders of the Glue, we have to connect roads geometrically and smoothly on
the borders of the Glue. Considering these requirements and characteristics, the displacement function \( T \) must
satisfy the following conditions.

• In the range of the Focus \( (0 < r < l_b) \), the displacement
  function must be \( T(r) = M \cdot r \). Here, the parameter \( M \) is the scaling factor of the Focus against the Context.

• In the range of the Glue \( (l_b \leq r \leq l_a) \), the displacement
  function \( T(r) \) must be the curved line that connects the Focus and the Context smoothly.

• In the range of the Context \( (l_a < r) \), since the map
does not have to be transformed, the displacement function
must be \( T(r) = r \).

3.3.3 Generation Method of Dynamic Displacement Function

We propose the generation method of the Dynamic Displacement function based on the previous conditions.

We measure the lengths \( l_a \) and \( l_b \) from a line drawn from
the fixed center point \( P_2 \) to the point \( P_N \) in the Context
coordinates for each point. \( r \) is the distance between \( P_2 \) and
\( P_N \). We define the Dynamic Displacement function \( DT(r) \)
according to the following cases.

(1) In the range of the Focus \((0 < r < l_b)\).

When the scale of the Focus is \( M \) times bigger than that of
the Context, the shape of the Focus must be zoomed
\( M \) times from the map data in the Context coordinates.
Therefore, we define the displacement function \( DT(r) \) as follows.

\[
DT(r) = M \cdot r \quad (M > 1)
\]

(2) In the range of the Context \((l_b \leq r \leq l_a)\).

Since the transformed map must be the same as the original
map, we define the Dynamic Displacement function
\( DT(r) \) as follows.

\[
DT(r) = r
\]

(3) In the range of the Glue \((l_b \leq r \leq l_a)\).

The roads between the Context and the Focus must be
connected smoothly. Since the transformed roads are connected smoothly when the displacement function is smooth,
we define the displacement function \( DT(r) \) in the range of
the Glue by using a cubic Bezier curve. When roads, as
shown in Figure 8-a, are transformed by the linear displacement
function, apparent turns with angles are generated, as shown in Figure 8-b. Users may incorrectly identify these
apparent turns as real turns or intersections. Roads transformed by a cubic Bezier curve have no apparent turns with
angles, as shown in Figure 8-c.

We define the Bezier curve by the control points
\( B_0, B_1, B_2, \) and \( B_3 \), as shown in Figure 7-b. \( B_2/B_1 \) is the point
of intersection of the line of the Focus/Context and the line
\( r' = (l_b' + l_a')/2 \), as follows.

\[
B_0 = (l_b, M l_b) \\
B_1 = (\frac{M l_b + l_a}{2}, \frac{M l_b + l_a}{2}) \\
B_2 = (\frac{M l_b + l_a}{2}, \frac{M l_b + l_a}{2}) \\
B_3 = (l_a, l_a)
\]

The function of the cubic Bezier curve is defined as follows
by using these control points and parameter \( t \).

\[
P(t) = (1 - t)^3 B_0 + 3(1 - t)^2 B_1 + 3(1 - t) B_2 + t^3 B_3
\]

Here, \( 0 \leq t \leq 1 \). Since it is difficult to convert the function
\( P(t) \) including the parameter \( t \) to the function \( DT(r) \), we
approximate \( P(t) \) by dividing into lines. The displacement function \( DT(r) \) is defined as follows in the range \( P_x(\frac{k}{n}) \leq r < P_x(\frac{k+1}{n}) \).

\[
DT(r) = \frac{P_x(\frac{k+1}{n}) - P_x(\frac{k}{n})}{P_x(\frac{k+1}{n}) - P_x(\frac{k}{n})} (r - P_x(\frac{k}{n})) + P_x(\frac{k}{n})
\]

Here, \( k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1 \). \( P_x(t) \) is the x-axis of \( P(t) \), and
\( P_y(t) \) is the y-axis of \( P(t) \).

Finally, the Dynamic Displacement function \( DT(r) \) is defined.
Then, we can generate a Focus and a Glue which have
any shape that is convex or star-shaped polygon using this function.

3.4 Following Path Algorithm

In this section, we propose the Following Path algorithm that can be used to suitably select roads that connect from
the Focus to the Context. By acquiring the following paths, users can trace the routes from the Focus to the Context. Therefore, users can use the F+G+C map to search for a path search.

3.4.1 Criterion R for the Following Path

First, let us define the following path mathematically. Since the following path is ambiguous in that it is defined by each individual, it is difficult to define it mathematically. Therefore, we define the criterion R whether a certain road and individual, it is difficult to define it mathematically. There-fore, we define the criterion R whether a certain road and

Figure 9: Definitions of an intersection.

The vector map data adopted by the prototype system are

3.4.2 Method for Acquiring the Following Path

We describe the Following Path algorithm. By repeating
the selection of the following path based on criterion R as follows, we can acquire the following path reached from the Focus to the Context.

For each road L that crosses the edge of the Focus, apply the following algorithm.

step 1 Add L to path F.

step 2 Select roads L’ based on criterion R from the roads connected to the heads of path F. Add L’ to the heads of path F.

step 3 End if the heads of path F connect to the Context or L’ is empty. Otherwise, repeat step 2.

Path F is the following path. In addition, we draw not only the following paths but also the main roads and railroads. Main roads are effective for understanding the geographical relations in the Glue and also for improving the connectivity between the Focus and the Context. Since the calculation cost of this method is not high, it is simple but effective for Web map services.

3.5 Dynamic Map Composition Method

The Focus and the Context in the F+G+C map have no distortion. In contrast to the Glue that is generated dynamically, the Focus and the Context can be displayed by using the static map generated beforehand.

This method is shown in Figure 12. The F+G+C map consists of the following three map layers. The lower layer is the Context, the middle layer is the Focus, and the upper layer is the Glue. The Glue layer is cut into the shape of the Focus. The Focus layer is cut into the shape of the Focuss. The Focus and Context layers are displayed by loading meshed static images from the raster database and tiling the images (in a manner similar to Google Maps) [6]. The Glue layer is displayed by requesting an image from the Glue server according to user-defined operations. These mechanisms work in real-time.

4. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

The vector map data adopted by the prototype system are Standard Road Map 2007 and Navigation Road Map 2007 obtained from Yahoo Japan Corporation. In addition, we generate static raster maps by using ProAtlas Enterprise Server Development Kit obtained from Yahoo Japan Corporation. Since these maps are generated from the same map data, there is no misalignment when they are overlapped. We developed the Glue server using Java Servlets and a client using Adobe Flex3.
Figure 12: Dynamic Map Composition method.

Figure 13: Sample of the F+G+C map.

Figure 14: a) Pentagon Focus. b) Star Focus.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section, we evaluate the F+G+C method from the following three viewpoints. The first is the calculation cost. The second is the availability of the Following Path algorithm. The third is the usability of our prototype system.

5.1 Evaluation of Calculation Costs

First, we evaluate the calculating costs of the proposed system. This system includes the following stages: (1) Obtaining vector map data from the database. (2) Selecting roads based on the Following Path algorithm. (3) Transforming roads based on the Dynamic Displacement function. (4) Drawing the Glue image. (5) Communication. (6) Displaying the map using the Dynamic Map Composition method at the client side. Although we evaluate only stages 1, 2, 3, and 4 to evaluate the server load, the other stages are also sufficiently fast.
M3 method can generate the map faster than M2 method. Overall, M3 method is 5–12 times faster than M1 method.

In addition, we examine the influence of differences in areas and scales. Let us compare area A, as shown in Figure 15, with area B, as shown in Figure 16. Although the computation time of area A is approximately 5 times slower than that of area B and that of the 1:200000 scale map is approximately 20 times slower than that of the 1:250000 scale map, M3 method is much faster than the other methods in all areas and scales. This result shows that the proposed M3 method is effective irrespective of the area and the scale.

Finally, we examine the applicability for a Web map service. Since M3 method can generate maps having scales of 1:25000, 1:70000, and 1:20000 within 500 ms, we can provide an interactive Web map service that is suitable for this application. Since M3 method can generate maps having scales of 1:25000, 1:70000, and 1:20000 within 500 ms, we can provide an interactive Web map service that is suitable for this application.

5.2 Evaluation of Following Path Algorithm

We examine the accuracy of the Following Path algorithm. Although this algorithm is fast and easy to recognize for humans, it has a problem in that all roads cannot necessarily connect from the Focus to the Context. Then, let us compare the connectivity of the Following Path algorithm (FP3) with that of its subsets (FP1, FP2). The target areas are 10 randomly selected regions.

FP1 method Drawing the roads selected by criterion R with rule 4 and main roads. This is a simple algorithm.

FP2 method Drawing not only FP1 roads but also the main roads in the Glue. Since main roads are connected to the Context, the paths connected to the main roads are added to the following path even if they cannot connect to the Context without main roads.

Figure 15: Results of computation time for each method in area A. Focus is a 1:100000 map, and Contexts are 1:25000, 1:70000, and 1:200000 maps.

Figure 16: Results of computation time for each method in area B. Scales are same as Figure 15.

5.3 Evaluation of Usability

To evaluate the usability of the prototype system, we compared the F+G+C method with the Pan+Zoom method, which is used in Google Maps. Although we did not compare the Focus+Context method since it is not suitable for Web map services, we believe that the tendency of usability of the Focus+Context method is the same as that of the F+G+C method.

The subjects are 18 university students. The target area

Figure 17: Connection rates of roads connected from the Focus to the Context for each method.

FP3 method Drawing the roads selected by criterion R with rule 4 and main roads. (Proposed method)

Figure 17 shows the connection rate of the roads that connect from the Focus to the Context for each method. Figure 18 shows the reduction rate of the roads reduced by each method. In the FP1 method, only 4% to 32% of roads were connected from the Focus to the Context. In particular, when the scale of the Context is small, this rate is low.

The main reason for this problem is that a following path ends when the path intersects a T intersection. In particular, when roads intersect with main roads, many of the resulting intersections are T intersections. Then, the FP2 method that solves this problem improves the connection rate (22% to 54%). However, this rate is still low. Since the Focus also displays narrow roads, the main reason for this problem is that the problem of T intersections occurs often when narrow roads starting from the Focus connect to ordinary roads. If a narrow road connects to an ordinary road as a following path once, this path may reach the Context with a high rate by the FP2 method. In fact, the FP3 method improves the connection rate significantly (58% to 91%). Since users can trace a route if some of the routes between the Context and the Focus are displayed, all road need not necessarily connect with the Context. Therefore, this rate is sufficient. In fact, there are no problems from the following questionnaires.

On the other hand, the fact that the FP3 method has to display many more roads than the FP1 method may be considered to be a problem. Since the difference of the reduction rate between the two is negligible as shown in Figure 18, however, it does not cause any problem.

In short, the Following Path algorithm (FP3 method) can increase the connection rate of roads while maintaining a high reduction rate. When the Focus is a 1:100000 map and the Context is a 1:70000 map, the FP3 method can simultaneously realize a connection rate of approximately 90% and a reduction rate of approximately 80%. Since the FP3 method reduces roads properly, it has an advantage in that we can narrow the width of the Glue with high visibility.
Users control the map by zooming and scrolling in a manner similar to that in Google Maps. Users have to switch the map between 1:70000 and 1:25000 scale. (Existing method)

F+G+C method Users control the F+G+C map by generating the Focus and scrolling the Context. Users can view landmarks without changing the scale of the map. (Proposed method)

In addition, subjects answered the following questions based on the five-point Likert scale; here, 5 is strongly agree and 1 is strongly disagree.

Usability Is this system easy to use?
Continuity Do you feel that there is continuity between the wide-area map and the detailed map?
Search Is it easy to search for targets?
Relation Is it easy to understand geographical relations?
Lightness Is this system speedy?
Stress Do you feel stressed when using this system?

First, we examine the usability of the system based on the number of operations. The F+G+C method (12.6 operations) could be controlled in fewer than half the number of operations as the Pan+Zoom method (28.3 times), as shown in Table 1, which was statistically significant at the 1% level. These results suggest that users can control the F+G+C map with less operations. Therefore, we expect that the F+G+C map can reduce the stress felt by users and also the calculation costs for servers.

Next, we examine the questionnaire results. Figure 20 shows that the F+G+C method was better than the Zoom+Pan method for all items. The items of Usability, Continuity, Search, Relation, and Stress were statistically significant at the 5% level. Since the result of the Usability for the F+G+C method was 4.89, this method can be considered to be easy to use for this task. Moreover, the result of the Continuity suggests that users can understand the geographical relations between different scale maps in the F+G+C map.

We believe that this result influences the good results of the Search and Relation. Although the F+G+C method may be considered to be slower than the Zoom+Pan method, the time required to generate the Glue in the F+G+C map is lesser than the time required to change the scale in the Zoom+Pan map. In fact, in the F+G+C map, the results of the Lightness and Stress suggest that users do not feel slower than Pan+Zoom method. In short, these results suggest the high usability of the F+G+C method.

Although the F+G+C method was a novel interface for users, it has clear advantages judging from the number of operations and the questionnaire results. Therefore, we expect that these advantages will be strong more and more according to the proficiency of users.

6. RELATED WORK

The Focus+Context method [5] proposed by Furnas is an effective method for visualizing large-scale information. It enables a user to view an area of interest (Focus) and its overall structure (Context) together by reducing data of the Context based on the degree of interest (DOI). By applying the Focus+Context method to network maps, the fisheye-view method [15, 16] allows the user to zoom in to a part of a network map, like a fisheye lens. This method generates the map by using a displacement function. Harrie [12] and Gutwin [9, 11] proposed a method that displays a map with fisheye views in a small screen based on the Focus+Context method. Skopik [17] validated the usability of fisheye-view-type network maps. Unlike our method, these methods do not properly consider the problems of both the distortion and the density along the radial direction.

In addition, there have been many studies on variable scale maps. Fairbairn [3] proposed a variable scale map that progressively zooms up from the periphery to the center of the map. Guerra [8] proposed digital tourist city-maps that transform variable scale maps according to grids. Although
Takahashi [18] proposed the cognitive map-based Focus operation that generates the F+G+C map by zooming the map objects such as districts and paths, and the pull operation that pulls in those objects from offscreen, he did not propose the effective generation method of the Glue.

Moreover, Lamping [13] proposed fisheye views that visualize large hierarchies by using hyperbolic geometry. Gutwin [10] applied fisheye views to a Web browser. This method zooms up on a focused area and zooms down on other areas of Web pages in a small display. Although these methods are unique, it is difficult to apply them to a map as is.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel and effective fisheye view method for generating F+G+C maps for Web map services. This F+G+C method has the following three advantages. First, the Glue controls the roads on the map properly. Since the Glue absorbs all distortions using the Dynamic Displacement function, both the Focus and the Context have no distortion. Moreover, by selecting the roads reached from the Focus to the Context using the Following Path algorithm, we can draw the Glue with high visibility. In fact, the Following Path algorithm can reduce approximately 80% of the roads in the Glue while displaying approximately 90% of the following paths reached from the Focus to the Context. Second, this method can display a Focus and a Glue having arbitrary convex or star-shaped polygon. Third, this method has higher visibility and is also up to 12 times faster than conventional methods. In addition, we have developed a prototype system and evaluated it. The results indicate that the F+G+C method has a higher usability than existing Zoom+Pan methods such as that used in Google Maps.

Moreover, we expect that the F+G+C map will find applications in tourist maps with a focus on multiple targets, guide maps with a focus on intersections, pedestrian navigation systems with a focus on the present location, and information maps with a focus on the areas that should be notified to users.

In addition, we have provided a subset of the prototype system on the digital map technology site ALPSLAB\(^1\) and demo movies\(^2\) in collaboration with Yahoo! Japan.

In future works, we have to solve the following problems. When multiple Focuses overlap in the Context, these Focuses cannot be drawn properly. We have to control the width of the Glue according to the density of the Glue. When the scale of the map is too small, we have to solve for the fact that the generation cost of the Glue is too high.
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Figure 20: Questionnaire results.